WHEN DID EMAIL MARKETING
GET SO SOPHISTICATED?

68%

OF PHYSICIANS
PREFER TO RECEIVE
INFORMATION
VIA EMAIL
Direct Marketing Association (2016)

brand team that wants to reach
healthcare professionals will also
use email to get the word out
about their product, and that
makes for some crowded inboxes.

According to email service provider
Constant Contact, over 205 billion
emails are now exchanged every
day globally, growing to 246 billion
by the end of 2019! The return on
investment for email marketing
can be significant, with the Direct
Marketing Association reporting a
whopping $38 returned for every
$1 invested (2105). And when it
comes to the communications
channel physicians most prefer,
one industry report noted that
68% of physicians prefer to receive
information via email (2016).

At MNG Health, we’ve helped life
science marketers connect with
their target audiences through
over 30 million emails delivered.
This experience has taught us
the best ways to cut through
healthcare marketing clutter and
some important things to keep
in mind as you select an emailmarketing partner.

These are encouraging statistics
if you oversee email marketing for
your brand, but there’s a downside:
nearly every other company and
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IT’S YOUR TARGET LIST
THAT MATTERS
Email marketing suppliers are famous for touting the size of their email
lists, and size does matter. However, the match rate to your existing HCP
target list matters more, so insist on performing a list match to see how
a supplier stacks up for your specific audience. You need to determine
the go-no go threshold—the minimum percent matched for which you’d
still invest in the campaign. However, an unusually low match rate in a
particular specialty may suggest that these customers prefer channels
other than email for their medical information.

DESIGN FOR HUMANS,
OPTIMIZE FOR MACHINES

INTEGRATION INCREASES SPEED
Email is often a response to an
HCP behavior or event that’s
important to your brand, and
getting the word out immediately
is critical to your success. One
of the keys to email success is to
partner with a supplier that also
manages other channels in your
marketing ecosystem, such as
websites, direct mail or events.

Email marketing is like an iceberg,
with the email creative at the
tip and data management and
technical optimization below the
surface. The industry has had
decades to evolve and fine-tune
HCP email creative to ensure it is
opened and read by the human
recipient. Variable subject lines,
headers, copy, links, graphics,
calls to action and other elements
capture a reader’s attention and
then direct her to a next action,
whether completing a registration
form or downloading a report.

Doing so enables you to quickly
repurpose an existing asset into
an email marketing piece, reducing
internal approval time and better
aligning creative across channels.
Another time saver is to select
an email partner with a robust
offering, reducing complexity, time
to market and the partner’s need
to outsource.
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EMAIL IS INCREASINGLY
DATA-DIRECTED

However, the nonhuman factors of email marketing have evolved even
faster. Today’s software-enabled spam filters and artificial intelligence
tools used by major email platforms can identify, block and blacklist
even useful and desired promotional or informational messages from
biopharma companies.
At MNG Health, our email campaign designers vigilantly monitor and
respond to an ever-changing email landscape of blocked IP addresses
and suspect sender domains, trigger words within messages, subject lines
or headers that may get snagged by filters, best days and times to send
emails and the optimal way to tag media files. The best email creative
in the world won’t work if it can’t reach, be opened and be read by its
intended receiver.
EMAIL IS INCREASINGLY DATA-DIRECTED
ensure that your email partner
is experienced working with data
from the main data suppliers
to the life sciences industry.
This will enable you to target
your email campaigns based
on important elements such as
specialty, prescribing behavior,
concentrations of formularies
within an individual prescriber’s
practice and other elements that
can mean the difference between
an email the drives results and one
that ends up instantly deleted.

Email messages must be about
something relevant to the target
HCP recipient. Whether it’s details
about a formulary win, a medical
congress recap, news about a
recently approved product or
updated prescribing information, it
must be personalized based on the
receiver’s explicit preferences and
data from other sources.
Being able to manage and
integrate a variety of clientsupplied data sources is critical
to an effective campaign, so
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EMAIL IS PART OF
A LARGER MARKETING SYSTEM
We often have clients come to us because they tried to work with a firm
that claimed to be an “email marketing expert,” but those “expert” efforts
weren’t coordinated with the many other tactics the client was using to
launch and maintain an effective marketing program. Look for an email
partner that lives and breathes email marketing, but also understands that
email is just one part of a larger effort. Carefully planning for email to work
synergistically with digital, event marketing, direct mail and the salesforce
can deliver an exponentially better outcome.

CHECKLIST TO MAXIMIZE
EMAIL EFFORTS
1. MATCH your HCP target list with
potential email service suppliers
to ensure you’re reaching the
right customers
2. COLLABORATE with a strategic
email partner with a broad digital
marketing offering to reduce
outsourcing and increase speed
to market
3. DESIGN for people while continuo
usly monitoring technical
requirements for successful email
campaigns
4. DATA enables precise targeting,
and email enables you to capture
new data about HCP preferences
and behaviors
5. INTEGRATE email into your
overall Marketing ecosystem,
seamlessly connecting other
tactics and channels
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MNG Health is a healthcare communications company with
a broad range of multichannel engagement solutions to
connect you and your brands with your target HCPs.
Contact us today to learn how our experts can help you
empower confident care.

Main contact information:
866.408.9242
info@mnghealth.com
www.MNGHealth.com
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